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bonus chapter:  

Printmaking with food  
in your art journal 

supplies needed: 
Fruits and/or vegetables, 
Ink pad,  
Acrylic paint, 
Gesso, 
Brush, 
Cup of water, 
Art journal, 
Paper towel for messes 

 

Printmaking is a great way to create interesting 
images and backgrounds in your journal. 
Store-bought stamps can be gorgeous and 
precise, but they rob you of the opportunity to 
make something personal and unique. Printing 
with natural materials such as food, hemp, 
cotton, leaves, shells, or fibers, gives an 
organic look that is grounding and beautiful.  

Because these materials are usually not flat, 
it’s often hard to control the results. This is 

good.   When you print with food, you have to roll, turn, flip, and adapt.  For example, I 
really enjoyed the texture that I printed from the strawberry. As I pressed it repeatedly in 
my journal, it’s own natural juicy dies also oozed out, making their own impressions on 
the page. See how loose and playful printmaking this way is? 

printing with food: 
1. Choose an object and press it into your ink pad.  
2. Experiment with rolling or turning your object on the page.  
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3. Play with composition. You may want to cover the page completely, either in a 
random fashion or in a pattern, or leave a large swath of the page untouched, as I’ve 
done with the samples below. 

4. Keep it random. Remember that you add interest when you run your stamp off the 
page, use the full two-page spread, overlap at times but not others, and vary the 
amount of space you leave  between each print.   

I wanted to continue to experiment with the strawberry and the onion, so I filled the 
page. Aesthetically though, I prefer the more sparse images above to the busy-feeling 
spread below. However, there’s a lot you can do with pages you don’t quite like. Some 
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of my least favorite pages end up as my favorites after they go through several stages 
of transformation. Like a lot of things in life, journal pages are a process, and what you 
initially might see as the end may end up being a beginning.  

In the next chapter, I’ll talk about some ways to transform these pages.  
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bonus chapter:  

Transforming “failed” pages 

Because your art journal is a place for open exploration and play, you may end up with 
lots of pages that don’t seem to “work.” Some folks are happy to let them be, while 
others like to give their journals a more “finished” look.  

As an artist, I really enjoy letting images guide me, instead of the other way around. 
These unfinished pages become opportunities for exploration. 

Options for Transforming a Page  

1. Use the pages as background for writing.  
2. Use a fine-tipped marker to create teeny lines that creep in between each image, 

forming a darker, more uniform background.  
3. Outline some of the shapes with a marker to define them.  
4. Draw imperfect, squiggly lines very close together so that the stamps fade to the 

background and seem to be peeking through the lines.  
5. Choose 2-3 chalk pastels of similar tones to create a layer of color over the stamps 

that varies across the page. (You can go back to the tissue paper pages tutorial for 
guidance.) 

6. Layer tissue paper over the page so that the stamps show through, but are muted.  
7. Paint 1 - 2 similar but different tones of watercolor over the page.  
8. Cover the entire image with gesso and start again.  
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9. Collage over the image, allowing some of the stamp to peek through.  
10.Paint over the entire image with dark acrylic paint, then use it as a background with 

metallic or white pen for writing or drawing.  

I chose a combination of acrylic paint,  gesso, and a tiny bit of marker. I applied the 
paint in a very “messy” manner, using a stiffer brush, not much water, and “scratching” 
the color across the page. 

You can see how in the upper right corner, there’s a filmy light pink coating over the 
stamps. That’s a combination of gesso and a bit of paint, as well as some of the ink 
beginning to run again. Again, this is hard to control, which I think makes it more 
adventurous and fun.  
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With this series of photos, you can see 
how the piece evolved as I added in more 
color, outlined some shapes with the 
marker, and then muted the whole piece 
with a layer of gesso. 

This is a background that I’m really happy 
with now. I have no idea what will happen 
next, and that’s the best part.  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Copyright & Permissions 

You are welcome to print a copy of this document for your personal use. However, 
without express permission from the author, do not reproduce, store, or transmit this 
document in any way, except as permitted under Section 107 or 108 of the 1976 United 
Staes Copyright Act. You can direct any requests for permissions to: 
amymaricle@gmail.com.  

Limitation of liability/disclaimer of warranty: This e-book has been prepared in the 
author’s best efforts, but she cannot claim or guarantee its completeness, accuracy or 
suitability for your particular situation. The art techniques contained here are for 
personal enjoyment, not art therapy.  You should consult with a professional where 
appropriate. 

About ME: 

Amy Maricle is an artist, art therapist, author, and blogger 
who wants everyone to experience the healing power of 
artistic expression. She works in Foxboro, Massachusetts 
and lives nearby with her family and two trouble-making, 
totally lovable pooches. 

Find out more at: http://mindfulartstudio.com 
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